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Abstract

The state-of-the-art abusive language detection models report great in-corpus performance, but underperform when evaluated on abusive comments that differ from the training scenario. As human annotation involves substantial time and effort, models that can adapt to newly collected comments can prove to be useful. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of several Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) approaches for the task of cross-corpora abusive language detection. In comparison, we adapt a variant of the BERT model, trained on large-scale abusive comments, using Masked Language Model (MLM) fine-tuning. Our evaluation shows that the UDA approaches result in sub-optimal performance, while the MLM fine-tuning does better in the cross-corpora setting. Detailed analysis reveals the limitations of the UDA approaches and emphasizes the need to build efficient adaptation methods for this task.

1 Introduction

Social networking platforms have been used as a medium for expressing opinions, ideas, and feelings. This has resulted in a serious concern of abusive language, which is commonly described as hurtful, obscene, or toxic towards an individual or a group sharing common societal characteristics such as race, religion, gender, etc. The huge amount of comments generated every day on these platforms make it increasingly infeasible for manual moderators to review every comment for its abusive content. As such, automated abuse detection mechanisms are employed to assist moderators. We consider the variations of online abuse, toxicity, hate speech, and offensive language as abusive language and this work addresses the detection of abusive versus non-abusive comments.

Supervised classification approaches for abuse detection require a large amount of expensive annotated data (Lee et al., 2018). Moreover, models already trained on the available annotated corpus report degraded performance on new content (Yin and Zubiaga, 2021; Swamy et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2019). This is due to phenomena like change of topics discussed in social media, and differences across corpora, such as varying sampling strategies, targets of abuse, abusive language forms, etc. These call for approaches that can adapt to newly seen content out of the original training corpus. Annotating such content is non-trivial and may require substantial time and effort (Poletto et al., 2019; Ombui et al., 2019). Thus, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) methods that can adapt without the target domain labels (Ramponi and Plank, 2020), turn out to be attractive in this task. Given an automatic text classification or tagging task, such as abusive language detection, a corpus with coherence can be considered a domain (Ramponi and Plank, 2020; Plank, 2011). Under this condition, domain adaptation approaches can be applied in cross-corpora evaluation setups. This motivates us to explore UDA for cross-corpora abusive language detection.

A task related to abuse detection is sentiment classification (Bauwelinck and Lefever, 2019; Rajamanickam et al., 2020), and it involves an extensive body of work on domain adaptation. In this work, we analyze if the problem of cross-corpora abusive language detection can be addressed by the existing advancements in domain adaptation. Alongside different UDA approaches, we also evaluate the effectiveness of recently proposed HateBERT model (Caselli et al., 2021) that has fine-tuned BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) on a large corpus of abusive language from Reddit using the Masked Language Model (MLM) objective. Furthermore, we perform the MLM fine-tuning of HateBERT on target corpus, which can be considered a form of unsupervised adaptation. Our contribution is summarised below:

- We investigate some of the best perform-
ing UDA approaches, originally proposed for cross-domain sentiment classification, and analyze their performance on the task of cross-corpora abusive language detection. We provide some insights on the sub-optimal performance of these approaches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that analyzes UDA approaches for cross-corpora abuse detection.

- We analyze the performance of HateBERT in our cross-corpora evaluation set-up. In particular, we use the Masked Language Model (MLM) objective to further fine-tune HateBERT over the unlabeled target corpus, and subsequently perform supervised fine-tuning over the source corpus.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the shifts across different abusive corpora. Section 3 surveys some recently proposed UDA models for sentiment classification and discusses the main differences in the approaches. Section 4 presents the experimental settings used in our evaluation. The results of our evaluation and a discussion on performances of different approaches are present in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and highlights some future work.

2 Shifts in Abusive Language Corpora

Saha and Sindhwani (2012) have detailed the problem of changing topics in social media with time. Hence, temporal or contextual shifts are commonly witnessed across different abusive corpora. For example, the datasets by Waseem and Hovy (2016); Basile et al. (2019) were collected in or before 2016, and during 2018, respectively, and also involve different contexts of discussion.

Moreover, sampling strategies across datasets also introduce bias in the data (Wiegand et al., 2019), and could be a cause for differences across datasets. For instance, Davidson et al. (2017) sample tweets containing keywords from a hate speech lexicon, which has resulted in the corpus having a major proportion (83%) of abusive content. As mentioned by Waseem et al. (2018), tweets in Davidson et al. (2017) originate from the United States, whereas Waseem and Hovy (2016) sample them without such a demographic constraint.

Apart from sampling differences, the targets and types of abuse may vary across datasets. For instance, even though women are targeted both in Waseem and Hovy (2016) and Davidson et al. (2017), the former involves more subtle and implicit forms of abuse, while the latter involves explicit abuse involving profane words. Besides, religious minorities are the other targeted groups in Waseem and Hovy (2016), while African Americans are targeted in Davidson et al. (2017). Owing to these differences across corpora, abusive language detection in a cross-corpora setting remains a challenge. This has been empirically validated by Wiegand et al. (2019); Arango et al. (2019); Swamy et al. (2019); Karan and Šnajder (2018) with performance degradation across the cross-corpora evaluation settings. Thus, it can be concluded that the different collection time frames, sampling strategies, and targets of abuse would induce a shift in the data.

3 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

As discussed by Ramponi and Plank (2020); Plank (2011), a coherent type of corpus can typically be considered a domain for tasks such as automatic text classification. We, therefore, decide to apply domain adaptation methods for our task of cross-corpora abuse detection. Besides, UDA methods aim to adapt a classifier learned on the source domain $D_S$ to the target domain $D_T$, where only the unlabeled target domain samples $X_T$ and the labeled source domain samples $X_S$ are assumed to be available. We denote the source labels by $Y_S$. In this work, we use the unlabeled samples $X_T$ for adaptation and evaluate the performance over the remaining unseen target samples from $D_T$.

3.1 Survey of UDA Approaches

There is a vast body of research on UDA for the related task of cross-domain sentiment classification. Amongst them, the feature-centric approaches typically construct an aligned feature space either using pivot features (Blitzer et al., 2006) or using Autoencoders (Glorot et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012). Besides these, domain adversarial training is used widely as a loss-centric approach to maximize the confusion in domain identification and align the source and target representations (Ganin et al., 2016; Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015). Owing to their success in cross-domain sentiment classification, we decide to apply the following pivot-based and domain-adversarial UDA approaches to the task of cross-corpora abusive language detection.
Pivot-based approaches: Following Blitzer et al. (2006), pivot-based approaches extract a set of common shared features, called pivots, across domains that are (i) frequent in $X_S$ and $X_T$; and (ii) highly correlated with $Y_S$. Pivot Based Language Modeling (PBLM) (Ziser and Reichart, 2018) has outperformed the Autoencoder based pivot prediction (Ziser and Reichart, 2017). It performs representation learning by employing a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based language model to predict the pivots using other non-pivots features in the input samples from both $X_S$ and $X_T$. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and LSTM based classifiers are subsequently employed for the final supervised training with $X_S$ and $Y_S$. Pivot-based Encroachment Representation of Language (PERL) (Ben-David et al., 2020), a recently proposed UDA model, integrates BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) with pivot-based fine-tuning using the MLM objective. It involves prediction of the masked unigram/bigram pivots from the non-pivots of the input samples from both $X_S$ and $X_T$. This is followed by supervised task training with a convolution, average pooling and a linear layer over the encoded representations of the input samples from $X_S$. During the supervised task training, the encoder weights are kept frozen. Both PBLM and PERL use unigrams and bi-grams as pivots, although higher order n-grams can also be used.

Domain adversarial approaches: Hierarchical Attention Transfer Network (HATN) (Li et al., 2017, 2018) employs the domain classification based adversarial training using $X_S$ and $X_T$, along with an attention mechanism using $X_S$ and $Y_S$ to automate the pivot construction. The Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015) is used in the adversarial training to ensure that the learned pivots are domain-shared, and the attention mechanism ensures that they are useful for the end task. During training, the pivots are predicted using the non-pivots while jointly performing the domain adversarial training, and the supervised end-task training. Recently BERT-based approaches for UDA are proposed by Du et al. (2020); Ryu and Lee (2020) that also apply the domain adversarial training. Adversarial Adaptation with Distillation (AAD) (Ryu and Lee, 2020) is such a domain adversarial approach that is applied over BERT. Unlike HATN, in AAD, the domain adversarial training is done with the framework of the Adversarial Discriminative Domain Adaptation (ADDA) (Tzeng et al., 2017), using $X_S$ and $X_T$. This aims to make the source and target representations similar. Moreover, it leverages knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015) as an additional loss function during adaptation.

3.2 Adaptation through Masked Language Model Fine-tuning with HateBERT

Rietzler et al. (2020); Xu et al. (2019) show that the language model fine-tuning of BERT (using the MLM and the Next Sentence Prediction task) results in incorporating domain-specific knowledge into the model and is useful for cross-domain adaptation. This step does not require task-specific labels. The recently proposed HateBERT model (Caselli et al., 2021) extends the pre-trained BERT model using the MLM objective over a large corpus of unlabeled abusive comments from Reddit. This is expected to shift the pre-trained BERT model towards abusive language. It is shown by Caselli et al. (2021) that HateBERT is more portable across abusive language datasets, as compared to BERT. We, thus, decide to perform further analysis over HateBERT for our task.

In particular, we begin with the HateBERT model and perform MLM fine-tuning incorporating the unlabeled train set from the target corpus. We hypothesize that performing this step should incorporate the variations in the abusive language present in the target corpus into the model. For the classification task, supervised fine-tuning is performed over the MLM fine-tuned model obtained from the previous step, using $X_S$ and $Y_S$.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Data Description and Pre-processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Number of comments</th>
<th>Average comment length</th>
<th>Abuse %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson</td>
<td>19817</td>
<td>2477</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waseem</td>
<td>8720</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HatEval</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets used (average comment length is reported in terms of word numbers).

We present experiments over three different publicly available abusive language corpora from Twitter as they cover different forms of abuse, namely
Following the precedent of other works on cross-corpora abuse detection (Wiegand et al., 2019; Swamy et al., 2019; Karan and Šnajder, 2018), we target a binary classification task with classes: abusive and non-abusive. We randomly split Davidson and Waseem into train (80%), development (10%), and test (10%), whereas in the case of HatEval, we use the standard partition of the shared task. Statistics of the train-test splits of these datasets are listed in Table 1.

During pre-processing, we remove the URLs and retain the frequently occurring Twitter handles (user names) present in the datasets, as they could provide important information.\textsuperscript{1} The words contained in hashtags are split using the tool CrazyTokenizer\textsuperscript{2} and the words are converted into lowercase.

### 4.2 Evaluation Setup

Given the three corpora listed above, we experiment with all the six pairs of $X_S$ and $X_T$ for our cross-corpora analysis. The UDA approaches leverage the respective unlabeled train sets in $D_T$ for adaptation, along with the train sets in $D_S$. The abusive language classifier is subsequently trained on the labeled train set in $D_S$ and evaluated on the test set in $D_T$. In the “no adaptation” case, the HateBERT model is fine-tuned in a supervised manner on the labeled source corpus train set, and evaluated on the target test set. Unsupervised adaptation using HateBERT involves training of the HateBERT model on the target corpus train set using the MLM objective. This is followed by a supervised fine-tuning on the source corpus train set.

We use the original implementations of the UDA models\textsuperscript{3} and the pre-trained HateBERT\textsuperscript{4} model for our experiments. We select the best model checkpoints by performing early-stopping of the training while evaluating the performance on the respective development sets in $D_S$. FastText\textsuperscript{5} word vectors, pre-trained over Wikipedia, are used for word embedding initialization for both HATN and PBLM. PERL and AAD are initialized with the BERT base-uncased model.\textsuperscript{6} In PBLM, we employ the LSTM based classifier.\textsuperscript{7} For both PERL and PBLM, words with the highest mutual information with respect to the source labels and occurring at least 10 times in both the source and target corpora are considered as pivots (Ziser and Reichart, 2018).

### 5 Results and Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
<th>Frequent words in abusive comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davidson</td>
<td>93.8±0.1</td>
<td>b<em>tch, h</em>e, f<em>ck, p</em>s<em>y, n</em>g<em>ga, ass, f</em>ck, shit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waseem</td>
<td>85.5±0.4</td>
<td>#notsexist, #mkr, female, girl, kat, man, woman, feminist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HatEval</td>
<td>51.9±1.7</td>
<td>woman, refugee, immigrant, trump, #buildthatwall, illegal, b<em>tch, f</em>ck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: F1 macro-average (mean ± std-dev) for in-corpora classification using supervised fine-tuning of HateBERT.

Our evaluation reports the mean and standard deviation of macro averaged F1 scores, obtained by an approach, over five runs with different random initializations. We first present the in-corpus performance of the HateBERT model in Table 2, obtained after supervised fine-tuning on the respective datasets, along with the frequent abuse-related words. As shown in Table 2, the in-corpus performance is high for Davidson and Waseem, but not for HatEval. HatEval shared task presents a challenging test set and similar performance have been reported in prior work (Caselli et al., 2021). Cross-corpora performance of HateBERT and the UDA models discussed in Section 3.1, is presented in Table 3. Comparing Table 2 and Table 3, substantial degradation of performance is observed across the datasets in the cross-corpora setting. This highlights the challenge of cross-corpora performance in abusive language detection.

Cross-corpora evaluation in Table 3 shows that all the UDA models experience drop in average performance when compared to the no-adaptation

\textsuperscript{1}Eg., the Twitter handle @realDonaldTrump.

\textsuperscript{2}https://redditscore.readthedocs.io/en/master/tokenizing.html


\textsuperscript{4}https://osf.io/tbd58/

\textsuperscript{5}https://fasttext.cc/

\textsuperscript{6}https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

\textsuperscript{7}CNN classifier obtained similar performance.
To understand the performance of the pivot-based approaches for our task.

5.1 Pivot Characteristics in Pivot-based Approaches

To understand the performance of the pivot-based models, we probe the characteristics of the pivots used by these models as they control the transfer of information across source and target corpora. As mentioned in Section 3.1, one of the criteria for pivot selection is their affinity to the available labels. Accordingly, if the adaptation results in better performance, a higher proportion of pivots would have more affinity to one of the two classes. In the following sub-sections, we perform a detailed analysis to get further insights into the sub-optimal performance of the UDA approaches for our task.

Here, \( th \) denotes the threshold. Ratios less than \((1 - th)\) indicate affinity towards non-abusive class, while those greater than \((1 + th)\) indicate affinity towards the abusive class. For every source \( \rightarrow \) target pair, we select the pivots that satisfy Equation (2) with threshold \( th = 0.3 \), and calculate the percentage of the selected pivots as:

\[
\text{perc}_{s \rightarrow t} = \frac{\# \text{pivots satisfying Equation (2)}}{\# \text{Total pivots}} \times 100
\]

(3)

This indicates the percentage of pivots having similar affinity towards one of the two classes. We now analyze this percentage in the best and the worst case scenarios of PBLM.\(^8\)

**Worst cases:** For the worst case of Waseem \( \rightarrow \) Davidson, Equation (3) yields a low \( \text{perc}_{s \rightarrow t} \) of 18.8%. This indicates that the percentage of pivots having similar class affinities, across the source and the target, remains low in the worst performing pair.

**Best case:** The best case in PBLM corresponds to HatEval \( \rightarrow \) Davidson. In this case, Equation (3) yields a relatively higher \( \text{perc}_{s \rightarrow t} \) of 51.4%. This is because the pivots extracted in this case involve a lot of profane words. Since in Davidson, the majority of abusive content involves the use of profane words (as also reflected in Table 2), the pivots extracted by PBLM can represent the target corpus well in this case.

\(^8\)Pivot extraction criteria are same for PBLM and PERL, and similar percentages are expected with PERL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source ( \rightarrow ) Target</th>
<th>No-adaptation</th>
<th>Unsupervised Domain Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HateBERT</td>
<td>HateBERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supervised</td>
<td>MLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine-tune</td>
<td>fine-tune on Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat ( \rightarrow ) Was</td>
<td>66.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>68.0 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was ( \rightarrow ) Hat</td>
<td>57.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>56.5 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav ( \rightarrow ) Dav</td>
<td>67.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>66.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav ( \rightarrow ) Hat</td>
<td>60.1 ± 4.4</td>
<td>67.1 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat ( \rightarrow ) Dav</td>
<td>63.8 ± 2.3</td>
<td>67.8 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav ( \rightarrow ) Hat</td>
<td>51.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>51.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Macro average F1 scores (mean±std-dev) on different source and target pairs for cross-corpora abuse detection (Hat : HatEval, Was : Waseem, Dav : Davidson). The best in each row is marked in bold.
5.2 Domain Adversarial Approaches

On an average, the adversarial approach of HATN performs slightly better than AAD. In order to analyze the difference, we investigate the representation spaces of the two approaches for the best case of HATN i.e. HatEval $\rightarrow$ Davidson. To this end, we apply the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to obtain the two-dimensional visualization of the feature spaces from the train set of the source corpus HatEval and the test set of the target corpus Davidson. The PCA plots are shown in Figure 1. Adversarial training in both the HATN and AAD models tends to bring the representation regions of the source and target corpora close to each other. At the same time, separation of abusive and non-abusive classes in source train set seems to be happening in both the models. However, in the representation space of AAD, samples corresponding to abusive and non-abusive classes in the target test set do not follow the class separation seen in the source train set. But in the representation space of HATN, samples in the target test set appear to follow the class separation exhibited by its source train set. Considering the abusive class as positive, this is reflected in the higher number of True Positives in HATN as compared to that of AAD for this pair ($\#TP$ for HATN: 1393, $\#TP$ for AAD: 1105), while the True Negatives remain almost the same ($\#TN$ for HATN: 370, $\#TN$ for AAD: 373).

One of the limitations of these domain adversarial approaches is the class-agnostic alignment of the common source-target representation space. As discussed in Saito et al. (2018), methods that do not consider the class boundary information while aligning the source and target distributions, often result in having ambiguous and non-discriminative target domain features near class boundaries. Besides, such an alignment can be achieved without having access to the target domain class labels (Saito et al., 2018). As such, an effective alignment should also attempt to minimize the intra-class, and maximize the inter-class domain discrepancy (Kang et al., 2019).

5.3 MLM Fine-tuning of HateBERT

It is evident from Table 3 that the MLM fine-tuning of HateBERT, before the subsequent supervised fine-tuning over the source corpus, results in improved performance in majority of the cases. We investigated the MLM fine-tuning over different combinations of the source and target corpora, in order to identify the best configuration. These include: a combination of the train sets from all the three corpora, combining the source and target train sets, and using only the target train set. Table 4 shows that MLM fine-tuning over only the unlabeled target corpus results in the best overall performance. This is in agreement to Rietzler et al. (2020) who observe a better capture of domain-specific knowledge with fine-tuning only on the target domain.

5.4 Bridging the Gap between PERL and HateBERT MLM Fine-tuning

Since PERL originally incorporates BERT, Table 3 reports the performance of PERL initialized with the pre-trained BERT model. As discussed in Section 3.1, PERL applies MLM fine-tuning over the pre-trained BERT model, where only the pivots are predicted rather than all the masked tokens. Following Ben-David et al. (2020), after the encoder weights are learned during the MLM fine-tuning
step of PERL, they are kept frozen during supervised training for the classification task. As an additional verification, we try to leverage the HateBERT model for initializing PERL in the same way as BERT is used in the original PERL model, with frozen encoder layers. As shown in Table 5, this does not result in substantial performance gains over PERL-BERT on average. As a further extension, we update all the layers in PERL during the supervised training step and use the same hyperparameters as those used for HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2021). This results in improved performance from PERL. However, it stills remains behind the best performing HateBERT model with MLM fine-tuning on target.

### 5.5 Source Corpora Specific Behaviour

In general, when models are trained over HatEval, they are found to be more robust towards addressing the shifts across corpora. One of the primary reasons is that HatEval captures wider forms of abuse directed towards both immigrants and women. The most frequent words in Table 2 also highlight the same. The corpus involves a mix of implicit as well as explicit abusive language.

On the contrary, models trained over Waseem are generally unable to adapt well in cross-corpora settings. Since only tweet IDs were made available in Waseem, we observe that our crawled comments in this dataset rarely involve abuse directed towards target groups other than women (99.3% of the abusive comments are sexist and 0.6% racist). This is because majority of these comments have been removed before crawling. Besides, Waseem mostly involves subtle and implicit abuse, and less use of profane words.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

This work analyzed the efficacy of some successful Unsupervised Domain Adaptation approaches of cross-domain sentiment classification in cross-corpora abuse detection. Our experiments highlighted some of the problems with these approaches that render them sub-optimal in the cross-corpora abuse detection task. While the extraction of pivots, in the pivot-based models, is not optimal enough to capture the shared space across domains, the domain adversarial methods underperform substantially. The analysis of the Masked Language Model fine-tuning of HateBERT on the target corpus displayed improvements in general as compared to only fine-tuning HateBERT over the source corpus, suggesting that it helps in adapting the model towards target-specific language variations. The overall performance of all the approaches, however, indicates that building robust and portable abuse detection models is a challenging problem, far from being solved.

Future work along the lines of domain adversarial training should explore methods which learn

---

[Table 4: Macro average F1 scores (mean ± std-dev) for Masked Language Model fine-tuning of HateBERT (HBERT MLM) over different corpora combinations, before supervised fine-tuning on source; Hat : HatEval, Was : Waseem, Dav : Davidson. The best in each row is marked in bold.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source → Target</th>
<th>HBERT MLM on all 3 corpora</th>
<th>HBERT MLM on Source + Target</th>
<th>HBERT MLM on Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hat → Was</td>
<td>69.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>68.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>68.0 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was → Hat</td>
<td>57.2 ± 1.4</td>
<td>56.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>56.5 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav → Was</td>
<td>60.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>58.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>66.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was → Dav</td>
<td>63.4 ± 3.9</td>
<td>63.4 ± 3.9</td>
<td>67.1 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat → Dav</td>
<td>66.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>66.7 ± 2.1</td>
<td>67.8 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav → Hat</td>
<td>51.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>51.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>51.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Table 5: Macro average F1 scores (mean ± std-dev) of PERL initialized with BERT and HateBERT (HBERT) with frozen encoder layers, and PERL initialized with HateBERT with updates across all layers, for all the pairs (Hat : HatEval, Was : Waseem, Dav : Davidson). The best in each row is marked in bold.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source → Target</th>
<th>PERL-BERT (frozen encoder layers)</th>
<th>PERL-HBERT (frozen encoder layers)</th>
<th>PERL-HBERT (with layer updates)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hat → Was</td>
<td>57.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>63.2 ± 1.7</td>
<td>68.3 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was → Hat</td>
<td>55.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>55.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td>57.8 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav → Was</td>
<td>67.4 ± 1.0</td>
<td>65.9 ± 1.3</td>
<td>57.3 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was → Dav</td>
<td>48.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>48.1 ± 3.7</td>
<td>64.4 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat → Dav</td>
<td>62.6 ± 3.8</td>
<td>63.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>66.1 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dav → Hat</td>
<td>50.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>50.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>51.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

9Note that the ablation study in Ben-David et al. (2020) discusses the effect of the number of unfrozen encoder layers only in the MLM fine-tuning step, but not in the supervised training step for the end task.
class boundaries that generalize well to the target corpora while performing alignment of the source and target representation spaces. Such an alignment can be performed without target class labels by minimizing the intra-class domain discrepancy (Kang et al., 2019). Pivot-based approaches should explore pivot extraction methods that account for higher-level semantics of abusive language across source and target corpora.
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